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INTRODUCTION
R ight from the beginning in 

2012 Stanley/Stella’s founder 
Jean Chabert had a vision for 
a B2B lifestyle brand that would  
manufacture in a more respon- 
sible, ethical and sustainable way. 
Although there is no easy route to 
sustainability, we work hard every 
day to make it a reality by making 
deliberate, conscious decisions
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about who we work with, how 
we work & what materials we 
choose to use. By developing 
and sticking to concrete, long- 
term objectives that are guided 
by the principles of sustainability, 
we hope to get closer to being 
an ecological and ethical model 
for the fashion retail sector.
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Dird Factory Garment Worker
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From the beginning, the company’s mission has been to create the 
highest quality garments possible at the most sustainable level.

Our product portfolio mainly consists of knitted garments including 
t-shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts, jackets and accessories. We believe that 
premium quality and timeless fits are key for a sustainable slow fashion 
industry and we consciously design our garments to be long-lasting and 
worn as many times as possible.

Stanley/Stella’s customers are spread across Europe. We work with a 
select network of partners who transform the garments locally through 
printing, embroidery and other decorating techniques. Our customers 
include printers, agencies and brands. 
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S tanley/Stella is an innovative Belgian B2B textile  
company located in Brussels that develops sustainable  

retail-inspired garments.

WHO WE ARE





In 2018, Stanley/Stella’s ethical  
positioning using premium  
sustainable materials led to sales  
of nearly 10 million pieces, 
representing a turnover of over  
€40 million.
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In order to put sustainability at the forefront of 
our operations, we are very particular about 

who we choose to work with. We use rigorous  
audits and assessment tools to select and  
monitor suppliers and have a deliberate policy 
of favouring fewer partners over many, so that  
we can build close, supportive, long-term 
partnerships with our production facilities. 
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WHO WE WORK WITH



Stanley/Stella has selected a very limited number of factories to work 
with, in a limited number of countries.

In 2018, Stanley/Stella sourced products from the following countries:

The number of people 
in our Dhaka team that 
visits our partner factories  
on a daily basis.

The number of partner 
factories in Bangladesh that  
we worked with in 2018:
    Dird
    Ahsan
    Interstoff  
    Aus-Bangla
    Meghna

99.17%19

5 0.73%

0.09%

of our total production comes 
from Bangladesh (t-shirts, polo 
shirts, knitted tops, sweatshirts & 
bags, mostly in organic cotton).

We also source from one factory in 
Portugal (Etfor), and one in China, 
(Shuangxi) where we have a part-time 
Sourcing Manager to look for potential 
new partners and to ensure their com-
pliance with our quality controls and  
sustainable policies.
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from China  
(jackets in recycled polyester)

from Portugal  
(t-shirts and knitted tops in linen) 

    Ahsan: since 2012
    Dird: since 2012
    Interstoff: since 2015
    Aus Bangla: since 2017
    Meghna: since 2018

Business with Chinese suppliers will further 
increase in 2019, due to Stanley/Stella’s 
strategic decision to diversify its product 
portfolio in outerwear and accessories.

A LIMITED NUMBER OF PARTNERS

Stanley/Stella favours long-term 
business relationships with suppliers 
and has been working with its core  
suppliers for more than 5 years :
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We believe that transparency is fundamental to any sustainable policy,  
which is why early in 2018, the members of our Board decided to  
publically release the names and contact details of all the factories we 
work with. For us, this is an important achievement as very few actors 
in the B2B market reveal this type of information, often considered  
confidential. 

“Only by being open about who we work with and where, can we 
have healthy working relationships and make a positive impact”  
Bruno Van Sieleghem, Head of Sustainability at Stanley/Stella

For Stanley/Stella, sustainability and ethics are key when assessing and 
selecting new factories. In 2018, we added Meghna Knit Composite 
as our newest supplier, using rigorous audits and our own transversal  
assessment tool.

TRANSPARENCY

SELECTING NEW  PARTNERS
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Checking asset at Aus Banghla factoy

Yarn Spinning Process
Factory Worker - Dyeing Process

> 

> 
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Stanley/Stella HQ and BLO team at Dird Factory> 
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New factories are sourced, visited and validated by the Stanley/Stella 
HQ sourcing team as well as our Bangladeshi liaison office (BLO). Key 
checks made with new potential partners include (but are not limited to):

Visiting the factory

Collecting and checking certifications  
(GOTS, OCS, GRS, Oeko-Tex 100, BSCI, SEDEX, WRAP, ACCORD)

Conducting Internal Audits following our rigorous standards
and in adherence with the Stanley/Stella Code of Conduct*

Auditing factories (e.g. Fairwear Foundation audits)

A factory’s general attitude towards social responsibility is also of great 
importance to us. For us, the willingness of new factories to invest in 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in the long-term is critical. 
Examples include childcare in factories facilitating full-time  
employment for female workers, a positive attitude toward the 
installation of an anti-harassment committee and the transparent  
monitoring of overtime.

* You can find a full copy of our Code of Conduct in the appendix of this report on page 50.
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Stanley/Stella also favours factories that propose innovative solutions 
like investing in good Effluent Treatment Plants (ETPs) and developing  
recycling programmes. In addition to CSR and sustainability, key as-
pects of Stanley/Stella’s factory assessments are:

Strategic Considerations (country risk, Stanley/Stella’s sourcing strategy)

Health & Safety (certification such as Oeko-Tex 100, Accord, REACH, RSL)

Environmental (efficient water treatment plant, no hazardous chemicals, energy 
savings etc.)

Quality assurance (internal audits, tolerances, quality controls)

Technical (technical specs, patterns, master samples, expertise & know-how, 
factory set-up)

Innovation (willingness to develop new products and new techniques)

Commercial (supplier's customer portfolio management, long-term relationship, 
commitments versus proven-track performance, development & 
communication responsiveness, delay penalties & quality compensation)

Financial (purchase prices, payment terms & conditions, financial stability)

Logistics & Planning (production lead time, shipment lead time, flexibility,  
Minimum Order Quanitities (MOQs) etc.)

Legal (general purchase conditions, contracts, Generalised Scheme of Prefe-
rences (GSP), quotas, trade & tariff regulations, anti-dumping, certifications, etc.)
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Since 2012, we have been 
proud members of the Fair 
Wear Foundation (FWF), an 
international organisation that  
aims to improve workers’  
conditions in the textile  

industry in South Asia. Supporting us to coo- 
perate with our suppliers, to the benefit 
of all workers, it carries out audits in all our  
factories every three years, and puts  
Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) in place, if 
deemed necessary.

THE FAIRWEAR FOUNDATION



FWF trainers regularly organise WEPs  
Workplace Education Programs 
which we find effective in helping our 
partner factories to move towards more 
concrete achievements regarding social 
sustainability. We have invited three of 
our partner factories (Interstoff, Meghna 
and AusBangla) to initiate a WEP pro-
gram in 2019 and to improve their un-
derstanding of it.
Internally and externally we communicate 
extensively on our FWF membership, on 

We work hard to maintain transparent and open communication with our 
partner factories. However, in the event that they should they not comply with 
basic FWF requirements, or be unwilling to do so, then Stanley/Stella will end 
the business relationship. 

The Eight Pillars of FWF

Monitoring process
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media such as our website, Social media, 
our marketing publications and garment 
labels. 
At the earliest stage of a business rela-
tionship, Stanley/Stella is transparent with 
potential suppliers and is clear about its  
FWF member status. The motivation of po-
tential suppliers is assessed during factory  
visits and discussions. Relevant FWF  
material is shared with potential sources 
such as the “Information needed for an 
FWF audit” (given in the local language).

Legal contract No child labourFreedom 
of association

No discrimation

A living wageSafe conditions Employment 
freely chosen

Reasonable 
working hours 

The Eight Pillars of FWF



S ince day one, we have taken 
seriously our mission to offer 

products that respect people. To 
this end, we are active members 
of the Fair Wear Foundation and 
have put a number of mechanisms 
in place to ensure decent working 
conditions, such as an internal 
Code of Conduct, CSR monthly 
reports and supporting anti-haras-
sment committees. We also place 
great importance on collabora-
ting closely with our suppliers, to 
ensure that lead times are realistic, 
overtime is never excessive and 
that wages are as fair as they can 
be. We have two separate teams 
in our sourcing department,

one in Brussels and one in  
Bangladesh. We have invested in 
building a solid team of 19 people 
in Dhaka, allowing the company 
to monitor every Stanley/Stella 
production run in local factories.

Such a team is a key asset to our 
company, as it allows a high degree 
of control over product quality and 
the social/environmental  condi-
tions at partner factories. 

“Our understanding of our company’s sustainability  
ambitions combined with our physical presence and  
inherent local knowledge means we can help to drive  
positive change in the textile industry in Bangladesh.” 

Abdulla Al Rumi,  
Country Manager at Stanley/Stella BLO
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HOW WE WORK
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Stanley/Stella HQ and BLO team
Dird Factory Garment Worker

> 

> 
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In parallel to the formal monitoring carried out by the Fair Wear  
Foundation, Stanley/Stella has installed an additional monitoring  
system – CSR monthly reports. Developed by our local team of  
Quality Controllers together with our local Sustainability Officers,
this is a systematic approach to increasing the number of controls in all 
our factories. Based on checks performed during all production runs, it 
allows us to have an update on the working conditions in all our partner 
factories on an almost daily basis. 
The CSR monthly reports include checks on social and environmental 
issues as well as building and fire safety assessments.

In 2018, Stanley/Stella created its own Code of Conduct (CoC) 
based on the eight fundamental Conventions of the International  
Labour Organisation (ILO). The CoC has to be signed and respected 
by all the factories we work with. You can find a full copy of  
our Code of Conduct in the appendix of this report on page 50.

CSR monthly report

Stanley/Stella’s Code of Conduct

SUPPORTING GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS
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AHC

The Anti-Harassment Committee is a 
complaints committee made up of a  
minimum of 5 people, preferably headed 
by a woman and includes 2 expert

members from a specialized outside  
organization. It is governed by the  
Guideline on Prevention and Protection 
from Sexual Harassment Offences  
against Women and Girls put in place 
by the Bangladesh authorities. We are 
working to ensure that AHCs are in place 
and active in all of the factories we work 
with. To date an AHC is in place and  
active in three of our five partner facto-
ries in Bangladesh, and the proper func-
tioning of these committees was closely 
monitored in 2018 (in Dird, Ahsan and 
Interstoff). AHC’s are in the process of 
being set up in the other two partner  
factories (Meghna and AusBangla) where 
complaints mechanisms are already in 
place and successfully resolving issues.

In 2018, complaints made against factories filed through the inter-
nal complaints handling systems were taken seriously and were in 
most cases resolved immediately. Moreover, FWF’s helpline number 
works as a safety net, ensuring that all complaints are heard and taken 
care of, even if the internal grievance handling mechanism falters.

Stanley/Stella maintains a complaints register internally and has  
follow-up action plans related to complaints received through the 
FWF helpline.

Workers from Stanley/Stella partner factories are informed of the  
complaints procedure through a letter from FWF. This official com-
munication is posted in factories on boards located by the sewing 
floors. At Stanley/Stella HQ, the Sourcing, Quality & Sustainability 
Manager handles complaints and discusses them with the suppliers 
involved. 

Contact details:

  supplychain@stanleystella.com  

  +32-2-663-05-90

FWFComplaints Factory

COMPLAINTS HANDLING

THE COMPLAINTS HANDLING PROCESS
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Pricing

Stanley/Stella works together with 
its suppliers to clearly identify price 
elements of product costing, in-
cluding salaries. We stand by our 
commitment to fair labour costs, 
so when the minimum wage for 
workers was increased in 2018 by 
the Bangladeshi government, we 
adjusted our prices to cover the full 
salary increase, and more.
It is not part of Stanley/Stella´s  
business practice to look for the 
cheapest product. The nature 
and high quality of the materials 
used for our products, like organic  
cotton, in combination with sustai-
nable production methods, is not 
compatible with production at the 
lowest price.

1
2
3
4
5

Knowing that a key factor for preventing excessive overtime is to have the most 
accurate production forecast possible, we constantly revise and update our planning 
system to improve the precision and quality of Stanley/Stella’s order forecasts 
and planning.

We also apply fixed lead times as agreed in contracts with our production requests. 
Any factory closures for public holidays are added to these lead times. Only in excep-
tional circumstances will we request the supplier to help us with reduced lead times 
due to stock availability issues in our warehouse. Our production lead times vary from 
7 weeks (if raw materials are available at the factory) to 16 weeks (if raw materials need 
to be imported from abroad).

Every month we share a 6-month outlook with our suppliers both in unit requirements 
and raw material requirements. This helps our suppliers to anticipate our needs.

For specific raw materials, we manage a buffer stock at the factory. As these raw mate-
rials are immediately available, it allows us to reduce overall lead times without putting 
any time pressure on the dyeing and CMT (Cutting, Making, Trimming) processes. 

We communicate with our suppliers to know when they have excess capacity or a 
shortage of capacity. We then do what we can to assist them in filling the capacity or 
shifting requirements to a different supplier to alleviate pressure.

COLLABORATION 
WITH SUPPLIERS

Planning
 
We believe that planning and foresight contribute to a fruitful relationship 
with our suppliers and help our partner factories do their best by their 
workers. Here is how we manage our planning process:
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The cotton flower> 



Respect for the planet is part of our DNA. 
Our mission is therefore to only work with sustainable materials that 
are grown and produced in ways that will not harm the environment.  
Stanley/Stella exclusively develops garments that contain the  
following:

 Organic materials (such as organic cotton)

 Natural fibres (such as linen)

 Sustainable materials (such as Lenzing® Tencel® and Modal®)

 Recycled materials (in 2018 we switched from virgin polyester 
 to a much more planet-friendly recycled polyester.)
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WHAT WE WORK WITH
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ORGANIC COTTON

The Global Organic Textile Standard is the worldwide 
leading textile processing standard for organic fibres,  
including ecological and social criteria, backed up by in-
dependent certification of the entire textile supply chain

  
gots.com

100% of the cotton we use is organic certified 
by GOTS, that is to say grown without 
the use of chemical pesticides or chemical 
fertilizers. Using organic cotton means that 
no hazardous or toxic substances have been 
used in the fields, thereby ensuring we  
create a safe environment for farmers and 
their families. It avoids any kind of pesticide 
poisoning which can lead to multiple health  
problems and even death.

GOTS
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Water Quality

The rain water which falls on organic cotton plantations is not contaminated by 
 any chemicals and therefore respects the organic quality of the soil and local fauna. 
Water consumption is a key concern for Stanley/Stella, which is why all our factories 
are equipped with an Effluent Treatment Plant (ETP). In 2018, further efforts were 
made by factories to upgrade their ETP’s, to ensure optimised pH levels (7) of the  
water they release. 

GOTS certification: for organic textiles made with organically grown 
raw fibres and for textiles made with organic fibres that have been  
processed into textiles without the use of harmful chemicals.

GRS certification: an international, voluntary, full-product standard 
that sets requirements for third-party certification of recycled content, 
chain of custody, social and environmental practices and chemical  
restrictions.

Oeko-Tex certification: a label for consumers and a uniform safety  
standard for the assessment of harmful substances in fabrics. Its aim is to 
ensure products are free of harmful substances.

Textile Exchange (supporter member): a global non-profit organization 
that works closely with its members to drive industry transformation in  
preferred fibres, integrity and standards and responsible supply networks.

Stanley/Stella is certified by, supports and/or actively takes part in various 
projects and initiatives that work towards better safety standards and 
healthy environmental practices:

CERTIFICATIONS AND INITIATIVES



THE ROAD AHEAD
At Stanley/Stella we know 

there is no magic formula  
for achieving 100% sustainability 
and we can’t make it happen over-
night. However, what we can do 
is make deliberate & considered  
choices in who we work with, how 
we work and what materials we 
use, to ensure respect for the 
people we work with and the 
planet we live on. 
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Being engaged along the whole 
process of the production chain 
- from the harvesting of raw  
materials through to environ-
mentally and socially responsible  
manufacturing and printing, all 
the way to labelling – keeps us on 
track. The road to sustainability is 
certainly not an easy one, but at  
Stanley/Stella we’re proud to be 
on it since day one, moving 
forward one step at a time.





If you’d like to find out more  
about our journey to sustainability, 
feel free to contact us at  
 stanleystella.com
 @wearestanleystella
 info@stanleystella.com



In 2018, Stanley/Stella monitoring covered 100% of its production in 
Bangladesh. Key monitoring activities covered the execution of CAPs, 
complaints follow-up, regular factory visits and CSR-related 
discussions. Our factory in China is visited 3-4 times a year by our 
Operation, Quality and Sustainability departments. 

Results for 2018

MONITORING AND REMEDIATION

Factory name

Dird unit 1 8 & 9 Aug 2012

2 & 3 Nov 2013

18 & 19 May 2013

7 & 8 Nov 2015

29 & 30 Sep 2018

22 & 23 April 2017

27 & 28 May 2017

8 & 9 April 2017

14 & 15 Feb 2015

8 & 9 Dec 2018

6 & 7 Oct 2018

Not Yet Confirmed

Not Yet Confirmed

Not Yet Confirmed

Not Yet Confirmed

Not Yet Confirmed

Not Yet Confirmed

Not Yet Confirmed

Ashan

Interstoff

Meghna

Ausbangla

Dird unit 2

First FWF 
Audit date

Second FWF 
Audit date

Third FWF 
Audit date

APPENDIX



DIRD

Address:

Rajendrapur, Sreepur, 
Gazipur-1740, Bangladesh

Total Employees:
 

9804  36%  64% 

% of ST/ST total production:

45,27%
Certifications/Memberships: 

GOTS
 
OCS

Oekotex

Fairwear Foundation

 

 

 

Product Range:

Knitted garments: polo-shirts, 
t-shirts, sweatshirts, trousers etc.

 

 

 

GRS 

BSCI

ACCORD

SEDEX

Workers

Bangladesh

Women Men
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Production

Visits

Monitoring

Complaints

The percentage of Stanley/Stella’s total production sourced from this factory amounted to 45,27% in 2018.

In 2018, Dird factory was visited by staff in charge of sustainability from Stanley/Stella Bangladesh office on an almost weekly basis. 
In addition to these visits, the Stanley/Stella Bangladesh Liaison Office (BLO) remained in contact with this factory on a daily basis. 
Furthermore representatives from our HQ Brussels office visit our partner factories three to four times a year.

Dird factory is monitored on a daily basis by either the Stanley/Stella BLO management team or by Stanley/Stella’s Quality Control 
(QC) inspectors who visit the factory during production. Stanley/Stella QC staff is particularly active in identifying and correcting 
the smallest deviations to social standards that could lead to non-compliance. In addition to this close monitoring, CSR topics were 
on the agenda of every meeting attended by Stanley/Stella HQ staff. Each quarter, Stanley/Stella HQ staff meet with factory mana-
gement to discuss progress on CAP completion.

Complaints against this factory, when filed through internal complaints handling systems, were taken seriously and were mostly 
resolved immediately. Moreover, FWF’s helpline number works as a safety net, ensuring that all complaints are heard and taken care 
of, even if the internal grievance handling mechanism falters. Stanley/Stella, in collaboration with FWF and the factory, has success-
fully played a central role in resolving several cases to the satisfaction of the complainants. One involved a worker being attacked, 
and others concerned forced resignations. 

There is an active Workers Participation Committee (WPC) at the factory. The factory has a functional and independent Anti- 
Harassment Committee (AHC) that deals with any kind of harassment in the workplace. The AHC was formed under the Fair Wear 
Foundation's (FWF) Workplace Education Program (WEP) and meetings are attended by FWF Representatives bimonthly. This 
ensures the highest integrity & efficacy in achieving appropriate resolutions and further prevention.

Cooperation No cooperation with any of the supplier’s clients was required in 2018. As we have dedicated expertise to identify, evaluate and find 
sustainable solutions to all relevant issues, we handled them ourselves.
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FWF audit and CAP

Other monitoring activities:

The FWF August 2012 and November 2013 audits led to a CAP with minor points to improve - all were completed within a couple of 
months. The verification audit was held on the 16 & 17 November 2013, and focused only on wages. A full verification audit was done 
on  27 & 28 May 2017. The next audit will take place in 2020, the date to be confirmed.

Stanley/Stella’s Sustainability Officer in the Bangladesh Office is responsible for the day- to-day monitoring of the factory, and also for 
getting updated information every quarter on the CAP progress, according to the recommendations.

As per its legal obligations, the factory has implemented the minimum wage, the government having not yet implemented any 
living wage structures for textile workers. Furthermore the factory is going through the remediation processes and now conforms to 
almost all recommended state-of-the-art structural, electrical and fire safety related measures.

The factory is required to take immediate action based on its CAP, and to report progress on a quarterly basis. Stanley/Stella Sustai-
nability Officers in Bangladesh follow up on the implementation of corrective actions. Since monitoring is managed on a daily basis, 
immediate action is taken in case of any irregularities.

This supplier is already engaged in several social projects with the FWF (WEP, AHC, etc.). However, Stanley/Stella has implemented 
several tools related to social, health, safety & environmental issues. Where environmental issues are concerned, and as part of our 
monthly CSR check, the pH level of water released by the factory’s ETPs (Effluent Treatment Plant) is verified. 



AHSAN
Bangladesh

Address:

Chandar, Kaliakoir
Gazipur-1740, Bangladesh

Total Employees:
 

3200  30%  70% 

% of ST/ST total production:

18,06%
Certifications/Memberships: 

GOTS
 
OCS

Oekotex

Fairwear Foundation

 

 

 

Product Range:

Knitted garments: polo-shirts, 
t-shirts, sweatshirts, trousers etc.

 

 

 

BSCI 

ACCORD

Workers Women Men
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Production

Visits

Monitoring

Complaints

The percentage of Stanley/Stella’s total production sourced from this factory amounted to 18,06% in 2018.

In 2018, Ahsan factory was visited by staff in charge of sustainability from Stanley/Stella BLO on an almost weekly basis. In addition to 
these visits, the BLO remained in contact with this factory on a daily basis. Furthermore representatives from our HQ Brussels office 
visit our partner factories three to four times a year.

Ahsan factory is monitored on a daily basis by either the Stanley/Stella Bangladesh office management team or by Stanley Stella’s 
Quality Control (QC) inspectors who visit the factory during production. Stanley/Stella QC staff is particularly active in identifying 
and correcting the smallest deviations to social standards that could lead to non-compliance. In addition to this close monitoring, 
CSR topics were on the agenda of every meeting attended by Stanley/Stella HQ staff. 

For any harassment-related issues, the Anti-Harassment Committee (AHC) reports directly to top management at the factory. This 
allows the AHC and factory representatives to resolve issues independently. Moreover, the AHC was formed under the Fair Wear 
Foundation's (FWF) Workplace Education Program (WEP) and meetings are attended by FWF representatives bimonthly. This 
ensures the highest integrity & efficacy in achieving appropriate resolutions and further prevention.
In 2018, the factory took immediate measures for resolution whenever complaints were reported. It was successful in resolving all 
disputes internally, to the satisfaction of the complainants involved, in all 11 instances.

Cooperation No cooperation with any of the supplier’s clients was required in 2018. As we have dedicated expertise to identify, evaluate and find 
sustainable solutions to all relevant issues, we handled them ourselves. 

FWF audit and CAP

Other monitoring activities:

Reaching the goal of paying a living wage has been challenging for the factories. In-depth understanding of the variables, multiparty 
consensus and structural change within the industry are yet to be achieved and therefore factories continue to abide by the lawfully 
set minimum wage scale. Stanley/Stella understands the realities of business but always encourages its factories to work towards 
paying a living wage, even if it’s done gradually by paying increasingly more than the minimum wage.

A full verification audit was done on 6 & 7 Oct, 2018. The next audit will take place in 2020, the date to be confirmed.
Ahsan is monitored on a daily basis by Stanley/Stella’s Sustainability Officer. The active CAP with this factory is reviewed 
every quarter.

Floor level management is employed for monitoring and to ensure workplace safety. 



INTERSTOFF APPARELS
Bangladesh

Address:

Chandar, Kaliakoir
Gazipur-1740, Bangladesh

Total Employees:
 

4700  47%  53% 

% of ST/ST total production:

22,08%
Certifications/Memberships: 

GOTS
 
OCS

Oekotex

Fairwear Foundation

 

 

 

Product Range:

Knitted garments: polo-shirts, 
t-shirts, sweatshirts, trousers etc.

 

 

 

BSCI 

ACCORD

Workers Women Men
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Production

Visits

Monitoring

Complaints

The percentage of Stanley/Stella’s total production sourced from this factory amounted to 22,08% in 2018.

In 2018, Interstoff factory was visited by staff in charge of sustainability from Stanley/Stella BLO on an almost weekly basis. In addition 
to these visits, the BLO remained in contact with this factory on a daily basis. Furthermore representatives from our HQ Brussels 
office visit our partner factories three to four times a year.

Interstoff factory is monitored on a daily basis by either the Stanley/Stella BLO management team or by Stanley Stella’s Quality 
Control (QC) inspectors who visit the factory during production. Stanley/Stella QC staff is particularly active in identifying and  
correcting the smallest deviations to social standards that could lead to non-compliance. In addition to this close monitoring, CSR 
topics were on the agenda of every meeting attended by Stanley/Stella HQ staff. 

In 2018, 17 complaints were reported. The factory took immediate measures internally for their resolution, to the satisfaction of all 
complainants involved.

Cooperation No cooperation with any of the supplier’s clients was required in 2018. As we have dedicated expertise to identify, evaluate and find 
sustainable solutions to all relevant issues, we handled them ourselves.

FWF audit and CAP

Other monitoring activities:

The factory has periodically trained employees on FWF’s Code of Labour Practices (CoLP) and will continue to do so. They are also 
committed to the implementation of a living wage structure and ensuring the workers get extra benefits.
 
Before being introduced to FWF, Interstoff’s CSR policy was already quite advanced. The factory owners and top management have 
invested in different social programs, including two specific projects:

 The recruitment of disabled workers. This initiative aims to integrate, train
 and employ disabled workers that have been excluded from the local job market.

 The recruitment of, and assistance to, the victims of the Rana Plaza tragedy.
 This includes specialised help to assist them in recovering mentally.

The supervisors are in charge of monitoring their unit and to ensure workplace safety.



MEGHNA
Bangladesh

Address:

Gilarchala, Shreepur, 
Gazipur-1740, Bangladesh

Total Employees:
 

2850  40%  60% 

% of ST/ST total production:

10,1%
Certifications/Memberships: 

GOTS
 
OCS

Oekotex

Fairwear Foundation

 

 

 

Product Range:

Knitted garments: polo-shirts, 
t-shirts, sweatshirts, trousers etc.

 

 

 

BSCI

ACCORD

SEDEX

Workers Women Men
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Production

Visits

Monitoring

Complaints

The percentage of Stanley/Stella’s total production sourced from this factory amounted to  10,1% in 2018.

In 2018, Meghna factory was visited by staff in charge of sustainability from Stanley/Stella HQ frequently and the 
BLO communicated with the factory on an almost daily basis.

As this factory had never undergone a FWF audit before, Stanley/Stella spent some time helping the supplier to prepare for it and 
introducing the supplier to FWF’s Code of Conduct. This also facilitated the factory’s integration to Stanley/Stella’s CSR system.

No complaints were filed or received in 2018.

Cooperation No cooperation with any of the supplier’s clients was required in 2018. As we have dedicated expertise to identify, evaluate and find 
sustainable solutions to all relevant issues, we handled them ourselves. 

FWF audit and CAP

Other monitoring activities:

This factory has conducted training on anti-harassment and has posted an anti-harassment policy on notice boards. It has also 
provided a refresher course to workers on the FWF complaints mechanism.
This factory pays the legal minimum wage and maintains that it is transparent. It has committed to being more pro-active and will 
furthermore conduct a survey to determine whether or not the wage provided is enough to live on. 

Meghna has posted its maternity leave & benefits policy and is providing awareness training to workers on this. Detailed payslips are 
provided to all workers and are also used for monitoring purposes.

Meghna was audited by FWF on the 29 & 30 September 2018 and is monitored on a daily basis by Stanley/Stella’s Sustainability 
Officer. The active CAP with this factory is reviewed every quarter.

Floor level management is employed for monitoring and to ensure workplace safety. Awareness trainings were also delivered.



Address:

Gulshan South Avenue,
Gulshan-1 Dhaka-1212
Bangladesh

Total Employees:
 

270  76%  24% 

% of ST/ST total production:

1,45%
Certifications/Memberships: 

Fairwear Foundation

GRS 

 

 

 

Product Range:

Accessories: tote bags, gym 
bags, shopping bags, pencil 
cases etc.

Workers Women Men

AUSBANGLA JUTEX
Bangladesh
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Production

Visits

Monitoring

Complaints

The percentage of Stanley/Stella’s total production sourced from this factory amounted to  1,45% in 2018.

In 2018, Ausbangla factory was visited by staff in charge of sustainability from Stanley/Stella BLO on an almost weekly basis. In addi-
tion to these visits, the BLO remained in contact with this factory on a daily basis. Furthermore representatives from our HQ Brussels 
office visit our partner factories three to four times a year.

Ausbangla factory is monitored on a daily basis by either the BLO management team or by Stanely Stella’s Quality Control (QC) ins-
pectors who visit the factory during production. Stanley/Stella QC staff is particularly active in identifying and correcting the smallest 
deviations to social standards that could lead to non-compliance. In addition to this close monitoring, CSR topics were on the agen-
da of every meeting attended by Stanley/Stella HQ staff. In every quarter, Stanley/Stella HQ staff meet with factory management to 
discuss progress on CAP completion.

In 2018, total number of grievances received were 9 and all were amicably resolved internally. No complaints were registered against 
Ausbangla through the Fairwear Foundation´s hotline. 

FWF audit and CAP

Other monitoring activities:

The factory’s first FWF audit was held on the 22 & 23 April, 2017. The date of the next audit is yet to be confirmed in 2020.

Ausbangla has increased the number of women in supervisory roles and has strengthened the regular internal grievance handling 
activities in association with the Worker’s Participation Committee (WPC) members. 
Furthermore they are scheduled to conduct a democratic election in 2019 to establish a more empowered WPC. They are also 
committed to work on a gradual increase of wages to eventually reach the living wage.

Stanley/Stella’s Sustainability Officer in the Bangladesh Office is responsible for the day- to-day monitoring of the factory, and also for 
getting updated information every quarter on CAP progress, according to the recommendations. 

Floor level management is employed for monitoring and to ensure workplace safety.



SHUANGXI GARMENT CO.
China

Address:

Luoyang Industrial Area, 
Quanzhou, Fujian, China

Total Employees:
 

400  80%  20% 

% of ST/ST total production:

0,73%
Certifications/Memberships: 

Oekotex

BSCI

 

 

 

Product Range:

Woven garments: outerwear, 
casual wear, sports wear

Workers Women Men
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Production

Visits

Complaints

The percentage of Stanley/Stella’s total production sourced from this factory amounted to  0.73% in 2018.

Shuangxi was visited by the Stanley/Stella Sourcing & Sustainability staff as well as the Stanley/Stella Bangladesh country manager in 
November 2015. In 2016 and 2017, several visits took place from Stanley/Stella HQ. The next visit is planned for May 2019, as we are 
planning to do more business with our Chinese supplier.

No complaints were filed or received in 2018.

Cooperation No cooperation with any of the supplier’s clients was managed in 2018.



ETFOR EMPRESA TÊXTIL
Portugal

Address:

Av. Margarida de Queirós, 
301 4740-438 Forjães, Portugal.

Total Employees:
 

105  76%  24% 

% of ST/ST total production:

0,1%
Certifications/Memberships: 

GOTS
 
OCS

Oekotex

Fairwear Foundation

 

 

 

Product Range:

Knitted garments: polo-shirts, 
t-shirts, sweatshirts, trousers etc.

Workers Women Men

 

 

 

GRS 
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Production The percentage of Stanley/Stella’s total production sourced from this factory amounted to  0.09% in 2018.

Visits

Monitoring

Complaints

Etfor was not visited by Stanley/Stella staff in 2018.

CSR-related topics were discussed during Stanley/Stella’s last visit to this supplier in December 2015. A key discussion topic was the 
follow-up on 3rd party certification (SEDEX, GOTS, etc.)

No complaints were filed or received in 2018.

Cooperation No cooperation with any of the supplier’s clients was managed in 2018.

FWF audit and CAP An FWF audit was made at the request of another client to the supplier. Additionally, work conditions at this factory are monitored 
through BSCI, SEDEX and GOTS certifications. No CAP nor additional training have been implemented with this factory.



CODE OF CONDUCT

Stanley/Stella is committed to the highest standards of sustainability.  
This Code of Conduct describes the minimum standards of business 
conduct which we see as fundamental in our dealings with merchandise 
suppliers. We expect all our business partners – from the component  
sourcing through to the final garment production process – to fully  
comply with the following standards. Just as we do ourselves.

We consider ourselves responsible for all of the activities carried out 
in our name worldwide. We feel a particular responsibility to provide  
decent working conditions for the employees producing our products. 
We acknowledge that this responsibility extends to all employees who 
make products for STANLEY / STELLA sa. regardless of whether they are 
directly employed by STANLEY / STELLA sa. or by third party 
subcontractors and suppliers. 

We want to work in compliance with national and international applicable 
laws and regulations. Moreover we have set social and environmental  
criteria based on the conventions of the International Labour Organisation 
 (ILO) and UN Conventions. We ask our suppliers to support us in our CSR 
program and to work according to the standards set below. The Code of 
Conduct should not be used against employees in any way. 

Whenever it becomes apparent that a supplier does not act in accor-
dance with the requirements set out in this Code of Conduct, we will not 
hesitate to end our business relationship with this supplier (including the 

cancellation of any outstanding orders) if the supplier does not immedia-
tely take the necessary corrective action in order to ensure compliance 
with the Code of Conduct.

Legal Compliance 

All our employees and business partners are to abide by the national 
and international laws and regulations that apply to the business that is 
conducted.
 
 1/ Prohibition of Child Labour

ILO Conventions 10, 79,138,142 and 182 and Recommendation 146 and CRC, art. 
32(1) 

The use of child labour will not be tolerated. “The age for admission to 
employment shall not be less than the age of completion of compulso-
ry schooling and, in any case, not less than 16 years." "There shall be no 
forms of slavery or practices similar to slavery, such as the sale and traf-
ficking of children, debt bondage and serfdom and 
forced or compulsory labour. Children in the age of 16-18 shall not per-
form work which, by its nature or the circumstances in which it is carried 
out, is likely to harm their health, safety or morals. 

  
 



 2/ Non-discrimination 

ILO Conventions 100, 111, 143, 158, 159, 169 and 183.

No discrimination shall be tolerated in hiring, remuneration, access to 
training, promotion, termination or retirement based on gender, age, 
religion, race, caste, birth, social background, disability, ethnic and na-
tional origin, nationality, membership in workers’ organisations including 
unions, political affiliation or opinions, sexual orientation, family responsi-
bilities, marital status, or any other condition that could give rise to dis-
crimination.  We make sure that no employee is subject to any physical, 
sexual, psychological or verbal harassment.

 3/ Prohibition of Forced and compulsory Labour 
      and Disciplinary Measures

ILO Conventions 29 and 105 

There shall be no use of forced, including bonded or prison, labour. All 
forms of forced labour, such as lodging deposits or the retention of iden-
tity documents from personnel upon commencing employment, are for-
bidden as is prisoner labour that violates basic human rights. 

 4/ Freedom of association 

ILO Conventions 11, 87, 98, 135 and 154 

The right of all workers to form and join trade unions and bargain collec-
tively shall be recognised. The company shall, in those situations in which 
the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining are restric-
ted under law, facilitate parallel means of independent and free associa-
tion and bargaining for all workers. Workers’ representatives shall not be 
the subject of discrimination and shall have access to all workplaces ne-
cessary to carry out their representation functions. 

 5/Working Hours

 ILO Conventions 1 and 14 and ILO Recommendation 116.
 
Hours of work shall comply with applicable laws and industry standards. 
In any event, workers shall not on a regular basis be required to work in 
excess of 48 hours per week and shall be provided with at least one day 
off for every seven-day period. Overtime shall be voluntary, shall not ex-
ceed 12 hours per week, shall not be demanded on a regular basis and 
shall always be compensated at a premium rate. 

 6/ Compensation 

ILO Conventions 12, 26, 101, 102 and 131 

Wages and benefits paid for a standard working week shall exceed legal
minimums and/or meet industry standards (if higher)  and always be  
sufficient to meet basic needs of workers and their families and to provide  
some discretionary income. Illegal, unauthorised or disciplinary deduc-
tions from wages shall not be made. Deductions from wages as a disci-
plinary measure are forbidden, unless this is permitted by national law 
and a freely negotiated collective bargaining agreement is in force. All 
employees should be made aware of their payment conditions before 
they commence their employment and receive a copy of their labour 
contract. 

 7/ Workplace Health and Safety
 
ILO Convention 155 

A safe and hygienic working environment shall be provided, and best 
occupational health and safety practice shall be promoted, bearing 
in mind the prevailing knowledge of the industry and of any specific  
hazards. Appropriate attention shall be paid to occupational hazards 
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CODE OF CONDUCT

specific to this branch of the industry and assure that a safe and hygienic  
work environment is provided for. Effective regulations shall be imple-
mented to prevent accidents and minimise health risks as much as possible.  
Physical abuse, threats of physical abuse, unusual punishments or disci-
pline, sexual and other harassment, and intimidation by the employer is 
strictly prohibited. 

Environment and safety compliance 

Procedures and standards for waste management, handling and dispo-
sure of chemicals and other dangerous materials, emissions and effluent 
treatment must meet or exceed minimum legal requirements. 

Management System 

The supplier company shall define and implement a policy for social  
accountability, a management system to ensure that the requirements of 
the Code of Conduct, Environmental and Human Health criteria can be 
met as well as established and follow an anti-corruption policy in all of their 
business activities. Management is responsible for the correct implemen-
tation and continuous improvement by taking corrective measures and 
periodical review of the Code of Conduct, as well as the communication 
of the requirements of the Code of Conduct to all employees. Audits can 
be held by us or by our customers to inspect the improvements in the 
factories and compliance with this or other Codes of Conducts. 

Subcontracting

Subcontracting is strictly prohibited, and should be accepted in writing 
by Stanley/Stella Operation Manger if any exception should be required.

Certifications and audits

STANLEY / STELLA sa. may adhere to additional standards through ac-
ceptance in writing of a Code of Conduct as used by a third party. The 
applicability of a third party Code of Conduct shall never in any way  
affect the standards contained in this Code of Conduct. 

Factory accepts to strictly follow the requirements of such standards 
(e.g. use of 100% organic certified cotton, exclusive use of approved  
chemicals, C.A.P. of Fair Wear Foundation,…), and it is the manage-
ment responsibility to ensure that factory is permanently covered by the  
required certifications (GOTS, OEKO-TEX, GRS (if applicable), OCS,….).



Thank you for  
being part of our  
sustainable journey!
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